My Forty Plus Years
With Tiffany

[Signature]
On the day Elsa Peretti’s collection debuted at Tiffany & Co. in 1974, it sold out. A true pioneer of design, her unique creations had a never-before-seen aesthetic; bold and powerful yet feminine and unpretentious, just like the women it was created for.

Managing to maintain style and beauty for decades, Elsa Peretti’s jewelry and objects have become a reference in the world of fashion and design.
Open Heart

“To translate ideas is magic. It takes so long to make a curve, to make sure the curve is done well.”
Opposite page: Open Heart pendants in sterling silver, sterling silver on silk, 18k yellow and rose gold and platinum with pavé diamonds. This page: Open Heart designs. Bracelets in sterling silver, sterling silver with freshwater pearls and sterling silver on silk. Bangles in sterling silver and sterling silver with 18k rose gold. Lariat in sterling silver with a freshwater pearl. Earrings in 18k rose gold with diamonds. Ring in 18k rose gold.
This page: Open Heart earrings in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver, and 18k rose gold with pavé diamonds.
Opposite page: Open Heart pendants in white jade on 18k yellow gold mesh and black jade, rock crystal and sterling silver on sterling silver mesh. Open Heart pendants in rhodonite with sterling silver and green jade with 18k yellow gold. Select Open Heart designs also available but not shown, in sterling silver, 18k yellow and rose gold, platinum, turquoise, pink freshwater pearls, pink sapphires and yellow diamonds.
"The tear is a symbol of emotion."
Opposite page: Teardrop earrings in platinum with pave diamonds, 18k yellow gold and turquoise. Also available in sterling silver and 18k rose gold.

This page: Teardrop necklace in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold.
Teardrop pendants in sterling silver with turquoise and rock crystal.
Opposite page: Teardrop earrings in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold. This page: Teardrop designs. Bracelet in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow and rose gold and turquoise with sterling silver. Bangle in 18k yellow gold. Also available in sterling silver. Rings in sterling silver and platinum with pavé diamonds. Pendants in rock crystal with sterling silver and sterling silver on silk.
Bean

The symbol of life’s origin.

Bean® Designs from Elsa Peretti’s personal collection.
Opposite page: Bean® Designs. Bracelet in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow and rose gold. 
Pendants in platinum with pavé diamonds, 18k rose and yellow gold and sterling silver. Also available in 18k rose 
gold with pavé diamonds, green jade with 18k yellow gold and black jade with sterling silver.

This page: Bean® Designs. Bracelet in 18k rose gold. Also available in sterling silver. Earrings in green jade, sterling silver and 18k yellow gold. Also available in 18k rose gold, platinum and 18k rose gold with pavé diamonds. 
Rings in 18k rose gold and sterling silver.
There is no shape more complete, more eternal, than a circle.

Opposite page: Eternal Circle pendants and earrings in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold.
This page: Eternal Circle pendants in sterling silver with rock crystal and 18k yellow gold with white jade. Charm bracelet in sterling silver with green jade, rock crystal and red jasper. Also available in 18k yellow gold with green jade, rock crystal, red jasper and a freshwater pearl.
Designing jewelry and other objects in the form of fruit is a means of being close to nature when it is far away, above all in New York: ‘The Big Apple’.

APPLE

Opposite page: Apple pendants in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold with black and green jade.
This page: Apple pendants in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver. Also available in 18k rose gold and sterling silver with a diamond. Apple earrings in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver. Also available in 18k rose gold.
“This stone that I found 20 years ago in an antique shop in Tuscany, recalls the Quadrifoglio design.”
Elsa’s “Quadrifoglio,” Italian for four-leaf clover, is said to bring luck to the wearer.
Full Heart

An emotive shape, in its most elemental form.

This page: Full Heart pendant with mirror (shown from back) in sterling silver on silk.
Opposite page: Full Heart designs. Pendants with mirror (shown from front) in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver on silk. Pendants in sterling silver and black finish on silk. Also available in ruthenium finish on silk. Necklace in sterling silver. Also available in 18k rose gold. Bracelet in 18k yellow gold. Also available in sterling silver and 18k rose gold.
Opposite page: Full Heart cuffs in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold. This page:

- Full Heart designs. Pendants in 18k rose gold, rhodonite, and 18k yellow gold. Ring in sterling silver.
- Earrings in platinum, 18k yellow and rose gold, sterling silver, and rhodonite.
Alphabet pendants in sterling silver, 18k yellow gold and sterling silver with diamonds. Letters A–Z available. Also available in 18k rose gold.

Elsa’s Alphabet
The letters of the alphabet—a personal expression infused with Elsa’s quintessentially organic aesthetic.
ZODIAC

“I am Taurus…”

Zodiac pendants in sterling silver.
"This is an especially beautiful version of the Zodiac Cuff done in Hong Kong by Mr. Jonas Chu a long time ago."

Leo cuff in 18k yellow gold with mother-of-pearl and black jade from the Tiffany Archives.
Zodiac cuffs in sterling silver.
Bone cuffs in 18k yellow gold with black jade and sterling silver from Elsa Peretti’s personal collection.

*Bone*

From the beginning, Peretti’s Bone cuff caused a sensation. Her time spent in Barcelona was a strong source of inspiration—Antoni Gaudi’s Casa Milà in particular.
This page: Bone cuffs in ruthenium and black finish, 18k rose and yellow gold and sterling silver.
Opposite page: Large Bone cuff in sterling silver. Also available in ruthenium and black finish and 18k rose and yellow gold. Bone cuffs available for left and right wrists. Split cuff in sterling silver.
This page: Cross and infinity cross pendants in 18k yellow gold with white jade, sterling silver and platinum with diamonds. Also available in 18k yellow and rose gold. Star of David pendant in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold. Opposite page: Madonna medallion stand in sterling silver. Madonna pendants in 18k yellow gold and white chalcedony. Also available in sterling silver. Rosary in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold.
Bottle

“Portofino in the ’60s was magic. Women in bright silk, each with a gardenia in their hand. The bottle started then, in my mind.”
Bottle pendants in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold with turquoise and black, white and green jade. Also available with rock crystal. Jug pendant in sterling silver. Also available in sterling silver on silk, black jade with sterling silver, 18k yellow gold and green jade with 18k yellow gold.
This page: Comma earrings in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold.

Opposite page: Swirl, Paco and Wing cuffs in sterling silver. Swirl and Wing cuffs also available in 18k yellow gold. In-ear hoop earrings in sterling silver.
“In Lausanne, a Texan guy gave me the endpiece of a rattlesnake tail as a good luck charm. I thought Americans had to be brave, having these kinds of snakes in their backyards… I kept the object with me for many years. The expertise of excellent craftsmen, and my will, brought the snake to life.”
Snake necklaces in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold.
Opposite page: Snake necklace in sterling silver on silk.

This page: Snake earrings, bangle and ring in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold. Pendants in 18k yellow gold with green and white jade. Also available in sterling silver with black jade.
“During the restoration of Sant Martí Vell, I came across a lot of scorpions. The animals are incredibly attractive with fascinating mechanics. Strangely, they are never around when I need to review something in my design.”
Opposite page: Scorpion necklace in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold.

This page: Scorpion pendant in 18k yellow gold. Also available in sterling silver.

Scorpion brooch in sterling silver with a diamond.
Mesh designs and emerald ring from Elsa Peretti’s personal collection.

**Mesh**

Peretti’s Mesh is influenced by her time in Jaipur, where she was joined by former chairman of Tiffany, Harry Platt. Malleable, ergonomic and crafted with exclusive technology created specifically for Tiffany, it drapes against the skin like fabric.
This page: Mesh scarf necklace in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow and rose gold.

Opposite page: Mesh earrings in sterling silver and 18k rose and yellow gold with diamonds. Also available with freshwater pearls. Single Mesh earring in sterling silver with a diamond.
Mesh bracelets with Sevillana™ toggle in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold.

Mesh bracelet in 18k rose gold. Also available in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold.

Opposite page: Mesh zigzag and bib necklaces in 18k yellow gold. Also available in sterling silver.
HALTER

“Inspired by the atmosphere in Jaipur, I did a gold bra. It was revised in New York by Samuel Beizer and Halston. The finished product is astonishing.”
Mesh halter in 18k yellow gold. Also available in sterling silver.
Mesh pouch pendant in sterling silver on silk.
This page: Wave rings in 18k rose gold, 18k yellow gold with diamonds and sterling silver with 18k rose gold. Also available in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver. Opposite page: Wave necklaces in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold with diamonds. Also available in 18k yellow gold and 18k rose gold with diamonds.

WAVE

“My relationship with the sea is total,” says Elsa. Peretti’s Wave collection recalls its fluidity.
Opposite page: Wave bangles in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold. Also available in 18k rose gold and 18k yellow gold with diamonds. This page: Headband in 18k yellow gold.
Aegean bracelet and necklaces in 18k rose and yellow gold and sterling silver.

Designed to look weathered by ages of contact with water and sand, Peretti’s Aegean collection was sparked by a rusted chain that she found at the bottom of the sea.
Inspired by the stones, shells and seaglass found on Cat Island in the Bahamas, this collection is composed of organic forms carved to evoke windswept seashells and glass tumbled by the ocean.

Opposite page: Cat Island designs. Charm bracelet in 18k yellow gold with chrysoprase, and blue and purple chalcedony. Charm bracelet in sterling silver with green aventurine and rock crystal. Also available with green aventurine and white chalcedony, and with chrysoprase and blue chalcedony. This page: Cat Island pendants in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver with rock crystal and green aventurine.
“To me, the ocean bed holds the most fascinating things,” says Elsa Peretti’s. Starfish designs are based on several she found in the Maldives.

Opposite page: Starfish designs. Pendant on silk in 18k yellow gold. Necklace in sterling silver. Brooch in platinum with pavé diamonds. This page: Starfish designs. Pendants in 18k yellow gold and platinum with diamonds. Bracelet in sterling silver. Earrings in turquoise. High Tide earrings in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold. Select Starfish designs also available but not shown, in sterling silver, 18k yellow gold and platinum with diamonds and turquoise.
Diamonds By the Yard

“I wanted to make diamonds a little more casual.”
Diamonds by the Yard® necklaces in 18k yellow and rose gold and platinum. Color by the Yard necklace in platinum with diamonds and rubies.
Opposite page: Diamonds by the Yard® pendants in 18k rose and yellow gold and platinum.
This page: Diamonds by the Yard® pendants, bangle and rings in 18k rose and yellow gold, sterling silver and platinum with white and colored diamonds.
Diamonds by the Yard® earrings, bracelets and necklaces in 18k yellow and rose gold, platinum and sterling silver.
Diamond Hoop necklace, bangles, rings and earrings in 18k yellow and rose gold, sterling silver and platinum.
"I love to combine diamonds and silk."

Platinum 4.11-carat diamond on a silk necklace.
Peretti puts a modern spin on the classic band ring.

**Band Rings**

Curved and Stacking rings in platinum and 18k rose and yellow gold with diamonds.

Curved rings also available in sterling silver and sterling silver with a diamond. Swan and Marquise rings in platinum with diamonds.
Peretti reinterprets the beauty and brilliance of a diamond.
PEARLS AND SILK

“Another gift from the ocean.”
Pearls by the Yard™ necklaces in sterling silver and platinum with white and pink freshwater pearls, Tahitian Keshi pearls, South Sea Keshi pearls, diamonds and rubies. Select necklaces also available but not shown, in platinum with blue and pink sapphires, emeralds and aquamarines, in 18k yellow gold with freshwater and South Sea Keshi pearls, and in 18k rose gold with freshwater pearls.

Pearls by the Yard™ necklaces in sterling silver and platinum with white and pink freshwater pearls, Tahitian Keshi pearls, South Sea Keshi pearls, diamonds and rubies. Select necklaces also available but not shown, in platinum with blue and pink sapphires, emeralds and aquamarines, in 18k yellow gold with freshwater and South Sea Keshi pearls, and in 18k rose gold with freshwater pearls.

Pearls by the Yard™ necklaces in sterling silver and platinum with white and pink freshwater pearls, Tahitian Keshi pearls, South Sea Keshi pearls, diamonds and rubies. Select necklaces also available but not shown, in platinum with blue and pink sapphires, emeralds and aquamarines, in 18k yellow gold with freshwater and South Sea Keshi pearls, and in 18k rose gold with freshwater pearls.
This page: Earrings in platinum with South Sea Keshi and Tahitian Keshi pearls and diamonds. Drop earrings in platinum with Tahitian pearls and diamonds. Pearls by the Yard® chain earrings in sterling silver with white and pink freshwater pearls. Also available in 18k yellow and rose gold with freshwater pearls. Opposite page: Pearl on Wire bracelets and necklace in pink and white freshwater pearls with sterling silver star and tag charms. Pearls by the Yard™ bracelets in sterling silver with pink freshwater pearls and in 18k yellow gold with South Sea Keshi pearls and diamonds. Also available in sterling silver and 18k yellow and rose gold with white freshwater pearls and in platinum with South Sea Keshi and Tahitian Keshi pearls and diamonds.
Colored Stones

Peretti’s love for silver and colored stones is combined in these bold rings.

Rings in sterling silver with blue topaz, amethyst and citrine.
Color by the Yard necklaces in 18k yellow gold with diamonds and an emerald and in sterling silver with freshwater pearls, diamonds, turquoise and moonstones.
Color by the Yard bracelets, earrings, rings and pendants in 18k yellow gold, sterling silver and platinum with emeralds, blue and pink sapphires, aquamarines, citrines, amethysts and tanzanites. Color by the Yard earrings, bracelets, pendants and necklace in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold with cabochon cut moonstones, rhodonite, green jade, turquoise and tanzanites with diamonds. Select Color by the Yard designs also available but not shown, in sterling silver, 18k yellow gold and platinum with orange and purple chalcedonies, green aventurines, black jade, pink tourmalines, tsavorites and rubies, and with diamonds.
Opposite page: Cabochon rings in sterling silver with black jade, citrine and blue chalcedony and in 18k yellow gold with tiger’s eye. This page: Cabochon rings in 18k yellow gold with rock crystal and green jade and in sterling silver with turquoise. Also available in sterling silver with rock crystal, smoky quartz, amethyst and blue topaz.

The smooth, bold form of Peretti’s cabochon-cut stones pays tribute to her belief in the tactile qualities of design.
Claw necklaces in sterling silver with black jade and 18k yellow gold with green jade.

“I love nature but I try to change it a little, not copy it.”
Opposite page: Sphere necklace with rock crystal hand carved both inside and out on silk. Touchstone pendant in black jade and sterling silver. Also available in green jade and 18k yellow gold. This page: Sphere necklace with rock crystal hand carved both inside and out on silk tassel. Freeform pendant in green jade on 18k yellow gold mesh.
In Peretti’s Lacquer collection, layer upon layer of lacquer is applied over Japanese hardwood by artisans who have perfected this rare craft over centuries.

Sphere necklace in gold lacquer on silk. Also available in black, red, blue, and brown lacquer.

LACQUER
This page: Bean® Design necklace in gold lacquer on silk. Opposite page: Bean® Design clutch in black lacquer. Also available in red, platinum and gold lacquer and in sterling silver. Bean® Design pendant in red lacquer with a silk net and tassel. Also available in black and gold lacquer and in sterling silver.
Hair prongs in black, red, black and gold, and gold lacquer over Japanese hardwood.

Elsa’s love of artisanal process has led her to seek out the best craftspeople all over the world—in Spain, Italy, Hong Kong, Japan and the U.S.—many of whom she has worked with for decades. “Sometimes I think I should be at the bench much more,” she says, “but no, it is better to find what is really inside a good craftsman.” Peretti’s artisans are like her family.
“THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO CONTINUES TO WORK WITH THE SPIRIT OF A CRAFTSMAN, WITHOUT WHOM WE WILL NEVER REALISE OUR FANTASIES.” — From Fifteen of My Fifty with Tiffany.
Doughnut

This evocative shape is polished to gleaming perfection.
This page: Doughnut bangles in 18k rose gold, blue and brown lacquer and sterling silver.
Opposite page: Doughnut bangles in 18k yellow gold, black and ivory, Negoro and red and black lacquer.
Round pendant in tiger’s eye and Freeform pendant in tiger iron on 18k yellow gold mesh from Elsa Peretti’s personal collection.

“Perfect line and form are timeless when paired with good stones.”
Opposite page: Round pendants in 18k yellow gold and red, black and blue lacquer on black silk cords. Also available in brown and gold lacquer. This page: Round pendants in green and white jade with 18k yellow gold and in snowflake obsidian with sterling silver. Also available in hematite with sterling silver.
Round pendants in sterling silver, sterling silver on silk and 18k yellow gold. Also available in 18k yellow gold on silk. Opposite page: Round earrings in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold. Round earrings in red lacquer with 18k yellow gold and snowflake obsidian with diamonds. Also available in blue, brown, black and gold lacquer and hematite with diamonds.
Opposite page: Sevillana™ pendants in 18k yellow gold, sterling silver, platinum with pavé diamonds and black and red lacquer on silk. This page: Sevillana™ cuff in 18k yellow gold with green jade. Also available in sterling silver with black jade. Sevillana™ rings in sterling silver with black jade and platinum with pavé diamonds. Also available in sterling silver and 18k yellow gold with green jade.

"Spain gave me my success. I never would have been a jewelry designer without Spain," says Peretti.
Sevillana™ earrings in gold lacquer with 18k yellow gold. Also available in black and red lacquer. Sevillana™ earrings in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold. Opposite page: Sevillana™ bracelets in sterling silver with white and pink freshwater pearls and drop earrings in sterling silver.
"My love for the natural world is strong and this collection is an abstract interpretation of a feather."

Feather necklaces, earrings and cuffs in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver with green and black jade.
SILK

A trip to the Far East opened a totally different approach to Elsa’s designing. She experimented with different materials and worked with the best craftsmen. Her creations of silk are the product of their dexterous hands, representing centuries of culture.
Bean® Design pendant in gold lacquer with a silk net and tassel. Also available in black and red lacquer and in sterling silver. Silk knot necklace with a sterling silver Sevillana™ toggle and silk pompom necklace with sterling silver Open Heart toggle.
Whip necklace in 18k yellow gold on black silk. Also available in sterling silver. Amapola brooch in sterling silver with red silk. Also available in 18k yellow gold and platinum with pavé diamonds. Quadrifoglio™ pendant in green silk with a diamond. Also available in black and red silk with a diamond.
Tassel earrings in black silk with freshwater pearls and woven silk earrings in green size small and red size medium with 18k yellow gold. Woven silk earrings also available in black.
Belts

“The horse, that handsome, strong, noble animal inspired my first one.”
Belt designs in sterling silver with black leather. Equestrian, Snake, Snake head, Ampurdan and Open Heart.
Campana bag in sterling silver with black suede and Saddle clutch in sterling silver.

**Handbags**

Elsa's organic shapes, unexpectedly crafted in the finest materials.
Bean® Design envelope in red leather with sterling silver. Also available in black leather.
Bean® Design clutch in sterling silver. Also available in black, red, platinum and gold lacquer.
Heart clutch in black leather. Also available in red leather.
Leather designs in Open Heart painted with lacquer using an ancient Japanese technique known as "inden": backpack, zip pouch, coin purse, pen case, small pouch, eye glass case and card case. Tray available in red and black lacquer.
Bean® Design cuff links in black jade with sterling silver. Also available in green jade.

Shaving soap box, Thumbprint shaving brush and razor in sterling silver.

“I like men and I try to please them with my designs.”
Cuff link designs. Bean® Design in green jade with 18k yellow gold. Comma, Almond and Starfish in sterling silver. Eternal Circle in 18k yellow gold. Also available in sterling silver and black jade. Nugget in 18k yellow gold with South Sea pearls.

Sevillana™ in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold and black jade with sterling silver. Cabochon in turquoise with sterling silver. Bean® Design in sterling silver. Also available in 18k yellow gold, ruthenium and black finish.

Teardrop tie clip in sterling silver. Cuff link designs. Full Heart in sterling silver. Also available in black finish.
Opposite page: Taurus and Equestrian belt buckles in sterling silver with black leather belts.

This page: Bean® Design key ring with leather and Eternal Circle key ring in sterling silver. Bean® Design lighter in sterling silver. Also available in black lacquer.
Bean® Design pillboxes in 18k yellow gold with rubies and in sterling silver.
Money clip designs: Claw and Thumbprint in sterling silver. Bean® Design in ruthenium finish.
Also available in sterling silver. Opposite page: Card case in sterling silver on a leather cord.
Also available in ruthenium finish.
Opposite page: Stone paperweight in sterling silver. Padova™ magnifying glass and letter opener in sterling silver. Also available in ruthenium finish. This page: Full Heart desk mirror in sterling silver and Wave pencil holder in black leather.
Opposite page: Heart paperweights in red and cobalt crystal. Also available in sterling silver.

This page: Retractable pens in black and red lacquer and sterling silver. Also available in ruthenium finish. Apple and Heart bookmarks in sterling silver. Apple bookmark also available in ruthenium finish.
“MY DESIGN PROCESS IS BASED ON COMMON SENSE. I TAKE MY TIME IN ORDER TO CRYSTALLIZE A FORM AND FIND ITS ESSENCE.”

Peretti’s passion for crafting unique objects is reflected in this archival collection. Organic forms and tactile contours define these special, one-of-a-kind creations.
Apple in rock crystal with green jade tray and lid.

Bottle pendant in green jade with 18k yellow gold and diamonds.

Brush and dish with lip-gloss box in green jade and 18k yellow gold.
Incense holder in sterling silver with a 67.12-carat moonstone.

Salt and pepper dish with spoons in rock crystal.
Bamboo basket in gold lacquer with silk and green jade.

Snake belt in green jade and black leather.
Limited edition perfume bottle in rock crystal.

Jug pendant in rock crystal and 18k yellow gold.
Hen and Basket in sterling silver with a pearl "egg."

Minaudière in green jade and 18k yellow gold.
Peretti’s experiment to mount big stones with silver.

Ring in sterling silver with a 6.01-carat emerald-cut Fancy Vivid Yellow diamond.

Ring in sterling silver with a 32.89-carat Fancy Intense Yellow diamond.
Necklace with a 23.785-carat diamond, designed by nature.

Pearl necklace in a silk net.
Faceted cuff in tiger iron and silk bracelet with Bean® Design cuff link in 18k yellow gold.

Grenade minaudière in sterling silver.
Ampurdan buckle in sterling silver and inlaid turquoise with a silk belt.

Umbrella in silk with Whip handle in sterling silver.
Woven bamboo letterbox and Pineneedle brooch in 18k yellow gold with diamonds.

Open Heart pendant in green jade on 18k yellow gold mesh, Nugget pendant in green jade and 18k yellow gold and Sevillana™ pendant in green jade on 18k yellow gold mesh.
Doughnut bangles in boxwood and platinum lacquer on katsura wood.

Golf ball and tee in sterling silver with 390 diamonds.
Lorgnette in sterling silver with a wild boar handle.

Seashell palette in mother of pearl.
Seashell pendant in 18k yellow gold with rock crystal and Seashell, Thumbprint, Bean® Design and Heart boxes in rock crystal.
Elsa’s Objects for the Home

“Good design for the home is essential.”
Thumbprint bowl in bone china and Thumbprint bowl in sterling silver with yellow enamel finish and mini spoon.

“The very form of my objects is dictated by common sense, which subtly insinuates how to grasp the object… The Japanese aesthetic is important to me. Very organic. They have a sense of weight and balance.”
Thumbprint bowls in sterling silver with green, red and blue enamel finish.
Thumbprint dishes in black Venetian mouth-blown glass. Also available in red and clear.

Thumbprint bowls in red Venetian mouth-blown glass. Also available in cobalt, clear and black.
Thumbprint dishes in cobalt and gold Venetian mouth-blown glass.
Elsa’s objects for the table

Peretti anticipates the shape an object would acquire through use and time and designs it accordingly. Her objects for the table embody the idea that beauty and utility should always be one.
Named for the Italian town where it is crafted, Padova™ rests comfortably in the hand and on the table, a joy to the eye and the touch.
Opposite page: Padova™ salad serving fork and spoon in sterling silver with resin, pasta server and bread knife in sterling silver. This page: Padova™ cheese knife, parmesan knife and set of six cocktail forks in sterling silver.
This page: Bud vase, Thumbprint platter and vodka cups in sterling silver.
Opposite page: Champagne glasses and Thumbprint champagne cooler in sterling silver.
This page: Thumbprint carafe in Venetian mouth blown glass. Opposite page: Padova™ ice tongs, nutcracker, bottle opener and bartender spoon in sterling silver. Thumbprint bottle stopper in sterling silver and corkscrew in sterling silver. Bartender spoon, bottle opener and corkscrew also available in ruthenium finish.
Cake plate in clear Venetian mouth-blown glass. Also available in gold.

Padova™ pie server in sterling silver. Napkin rings in sterling silver with snowflake obsidian, red jasper, black jade, rose quartz, tiger iron and green aventurine.
Thumbprint glasses in crystal. Available in 6, 12 and 16 ounces.
Teardrop carafe in sterling silver. Also available in clear Venetian mouth-blown glass. Thumbprint wine and water cups in sterling silver and Thumbprint tumblers in cobalt Venetian mouth-blown glass.
Opposite page: Tureen with cover, Thumbprint service plate and Padova™ ladle in sterling silver.

This page: Pitcher in sterling silver.
Star dishes and Padova™ pizza cutter and ice cream scoop in sterling silver.
Thumbprint salt and pepper shakers, egg spoon and cup in sterling silver.
Candlestick, hand candleholder, Padova™ candle snuffer, Stone candleholder and Bone candlesticks in sterling silver.
Elsa’s objects for baby

Elsa’s organic aesthetic translates beautifully to baby gifts.
This page: Padova™ Open Heart and Apple feeding spoons in sterling silver.
Opposite page: Heart and Wave baby brushes and Padova™ fork and spoon baby set in sterling silver.
Wave jewelry boxes in dark green and black leather. Also available in bordeaux.

Bean® Design box in black leather. Heart boxes in red and black leather.
Wave box in sterling silver with black leather, Pumpkin box in sterling silver with a silk tassel, sake cups in sterling silver and sterling silver with a silk tassel. Opposite page: Wave and Heart boxes in sterling silver and crystal. Heart box also available in ruthenium finish.
Fishbowls in Venetian mouth-blown glass.
The arrival of Elsa Peretti at Tiffany & Co. in 1974 signaled a revolution in jewelry design. Peretti’s relationship with style and the natural world is a deeply personal one and reflected strongly in her creations.

“The day Elsa Peretti became a part of Tiffany & Co. was the day we entered a new era in our history of design innovation,” said Michael J. Kowalski, former chairman and CEO, Tiffany & Co.

“We were looking for somebody who could capture the mood of the young woman as well as the older woman...someone who could make jewelry that women could wear with jeans and sweaters as well as with their ball gowns,” explained former president of Tiffany & Co., Harry Platt.

Among her acclaimed creations is the revolutionary Diamonds by the Yard®, a combination of fine, fluid chains and bezel-set stones that forever changed the role of diamonds in fashion. Peretti is also known for elevating the status of sterling silver, ushering in a new era of accessible jewelry.

Born in Florence, Italy, and educated in Rome and Switzerland, she eventually returned to Rome to pursue a degree in interior design. By 1969, she had established herself as a fashion model in New York and Barcelona, and was also beginning to design her own jewelry. American fashion designer Giorgio di Sant’Angelo used a few of her pieces in a fashion show, which were an instant success. It was during this time that she met the legendary designer Halston, who became her longtime friend and frequent collaborator. She also works closely with Hiro—a relationship which has lasted over 45 years. “I have been inspired by Elsa’s magnificent designs,” says the celebrated photographer. “They are organic and sensual; you can feel the life pulsing through them.”

In the early 1980s, her collections for Tiffany were expanded to include china, crystal and silver designs for the home. Like her jewelry, these new designs were praised for their fluid shape and tactile quality. They represent love for life, the warmth of a generous host and the idea that beauty and utility should always be as one. Her longtime friend, William Chaney, chairman of the board of Tiffany & Co. from 1984 to 2003 expressed his view that “Elsa Peretti, through her aesthetic genius and her consistent pursuit of design perfection, has earned recognition as the world’s most respected and most successful jewelry designer.”

In 1999, Elsa Peretti celebrated her 25th anniversary with Tiffany & Co. In recognition of her remarkable career, Tiffany established the Elsa Peretti Professorship in Jewelry Design at the Fashion Institute of Technology, the first endowed professorship in the history of FIT. In 2003, the designer was presented with an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree from FIT. In further tribute, the Elsa Peretti jewelry case in Tiffany’s Fifth Avenue flagship store was designated a Tiffany landmark.

Other awards Elsa Peretti has received include the 1971 Coty American Fashion Critic’s Award for Jewelry, followed by the Rhode Island School of Design President’s Fellow Award in 1981. In 1996, the Council of Fashion Designers of America named her Accessory Designer of the Year.

Other awards include: Fashion Group “Night of the Stars” award, 1986; Cultured Pearl Industry award, 1987; Elsa Peretti Professorship in Jewelry Design, 2001; The National Prize of Culture by the Catalan Government, 2013; Premi Global del JORGC, Col·legi Oficial de Joiers de Catalunya, 2015; Andrea Palladio Lifetime Achievement Award, 2018.


Few designs maintain their style and beauty for decades, but Peretti’s are as modern today as ever.
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